PATH FORWARD TO BUSINESS PERFORMANCE WORKSHOP

Workshop Overview
As a leader, you create strategies based on customer need and market opportunity, enabled through
organizational capabilities. Success is determined by how well your business executes the strategies, and
responds to changing customer requirements as market conditions shift.
In today’s fast-paced environment, three organizational capabilities are critical for sustained success.
These critical success factors are:
• Adaptive organizational culture that embraces challenges and new ways of working and
behaving
• Effective problem-solving skills that use creativity and diverse perspectives to identify highimpact solutions
• Engaged employees who collaborate to develop innovative ideas into actions that create
business value
An adaptive organizational culture is characterized by constructive, goal-oriented behaviors which
creates an environment that enables an organization’s ability to innovate. High performing organizations
also leverage sound repeatable problem-solving methodologies to generate new ideas that are
efficiently moved to implemented actions.
Does your business have these critical capabilities? How do you measure these capabilities in your
company? Do you know the leadership behaviors that support these capabilities and enable
performance in your business?
The Path Forward team can help you understand and develop these capabilities for your team,
organization or business. Our team has extensive global experience facilitating business transformation
initiatives.
LEARN BY DOING: In the Path Forward to Business Performance Workshop you will;
• Baseline your current and preferred organizational culture
• Develop transformational communication skills
• Apply problem-solving techniques
• Apply cognitive approaches moving unstructured data to meaningful information
• Develop a prioritized list of key actions based on feasibility and impact
Workshop Details:
• Two professional facilitators at your location for 3 days.
• Problem-solving discipline defined in advance of your workshop. (Best fit for your business
requirements).
• Leverage your own business challenge to ensure return on investment.
• Cost $8,000.00 USD, includes on-site facilitation, materials, and travel.
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Schedule next year’s 3-day workshop before January 1, 2018 to receive 6 months free postworkshop coaching by one of our professional facilitators.

(2 hours a month live coaching to ensure your success).

To Schedule your event contact:
Dave Hare
Office Phone, 570-553-2487
Email, Dhare@pathforwardteam.com
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